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We have measured electron transport through a vertical quantum dot containing a tunable numbe
(between 0 and 40) of electrons. Over a region of the magnetic field the electrons are spin polarize
and occupy successive angular momentum states. This is the maximum-density-droplet (MDD) state
The stability region where the MDD is the ground state decreases for increasing electron number. Th
instability of the MDD and other transitions in this highB region are accompanied by a redistribution
of charge which abruptly changes the area of the electron droplet. [S0031-9007(99)08873-0]

PACS numbers: 73.20.Dx, 71.45.Gm, 73.40.Hm
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In this Letter we study quantum dots [1,2] in th
quantum Hall regime and exploit the fact that dots conta
a tunable and well-defined number of electrons.
particular, we consider the spin-polarized, maximum
density-droplet (MDD) state at high magnetic fields th
corresponds to filling factorn  1 in a large two dimen-
sional electron gas. The stability of this state is set
a balance of forces [3–6] acting on this finite electro
system, namely, the inward force of the confining pote
tial, the repulsive force of the direct Coulomb interactio
between electrons, and a binding force due to the excha
interaction. In addition, Zeeman energy and correlation e
fects are important. As the magnetic field and the electr
number are changed, the relative strengths of these for
are tuned, which induces transitions between the MD
and other states. Earlier these transitions were measu
in the linear response regime [1,7]. We report detaile
measurements in linear and nonlinear transport show
that the transitions are accompanied by a significa
redistribution of chargein this many-body system.

Our vertical quantum dot is made from a double barri
resonant tunneling structure with an InGaAs well, AlGaA
barriers, andn-doped GaAs source and drain contacts [8
The device is processed in the shape of a submicron cir
lar pillar with a diameter of0.54 mm, and a self-aligned
gate surrounds it. We discuss data taken on one parti
lar device, but comparable results have been obtained
several devices. A magnetic field,B, is applied perpen-
dicular to the plane in which the electrons are confine
The energy spectrum of the quantum dot is derived fro
transport experiments at a temperature of 100 mK in t
Coulomb blockade regime. A dc source-drain voltag
VSD , is applied and the current,I, is measured versus gate
voltage,Vg. The electron number,N , varies from about 40
atVg  0 to N  0 at the pinch-off voltage,Vg ø 22 V .

Figure 1 shows the Coulomb current peaks versusB
for N  0 to 18. On increasingVg, current peaks are
measured for every extra electron that enters the d
0031-9007y99y82(14)y2931(4)$15.00
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Figure 1 consists of many such current traces that ha
been offset horizontally by a value corresponding toB.
The peaks are seen to evolve in pairs forB , 2 T,
implying that each single-particle state is filled with tw
electrons of opposite spin [9]. Kinks indicate crossing
between single-particle states. The dotted line mar
the evolution of theB value at which all electrons
occupy spin-degenerate states belonging to the low
orbital Landau level (i.e., this corresponds ton  2 in a
2DEG). AsB is increased further it becomes energetical
favorable for an electron to flip its spin and move t
the edge of the dot (see left diagram above Fig. 1
These spin-flip processes have been studied in detail b
experimentally [7,10] and theoretically [3,4].

After the last spin flip (filled circles in Fig. 1) all
electrons are spin polarized (i.e., the total spinS  Ny2
and the filling factorn  1). Here, theN electrons occupy
successive angular momentum states and the total ang
momentumM 

1
2 NsN 2 1d. This is the densest, spin-

polarized electron configuration allowed by the availab
quantum states and is therefore referred to as the maxim
density droplet [5]. Its observation was reviewed i
Ref. [1]. ForN  2 the spin flip corresponds to a single
sS  0d to triplet sS  1d transition where simultaneously
M changes from 0 to 1 [11]. Also, the transitions in th
N  3 to 6 traces have been identified as increases inS
andM until the MDD is reached at the solid circle in Fig. 1
[12]. For largerN the beginning of the MDD first moves
to largerB and then becomes roughly independent ofN .

When B is increased further, the angular momentu
states shrink in size such that the density of the MDD i
creases. We have pictured this in the right diagram abo
Fig. 1 as an electron droplet that does not spread out o
the full available area of the confining potential. At som
thresholdB value (open circles) the direct Coulomb in
teraction has become so large that the MDD breaks ap
into a larger, lower density droplet (LDD). Assuming
that the droplet remains spin polarizedsS  Ny2d, this
© 1999 The American Physical Society 2931
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FIG. 1. Magnetic field evolution of the Coulomb blockad
peaks for the first 18 electronssVSD  100 mV d. The figure
is built up of many current traces versusVg (from 22.1 to
20.8 V ) that have been offset by a value proportional toB.
The solid (open) dots mark the beginning (end) of the MDD
which for N  2 is the singlet-triplet transition. The dotted
line indicates filling factorn  2. Top: Schematic diagrams
of the spin-flip processes (left) and of the MDD at twoB fields
(middle and right). Inset: Schematic diagrams of three possi
lower density droplet (LDD) states, with a hole in the center
the dot, at the edge, or a spin texture.

implies that no longer are all successive angular mome
tum states occupied and thatM .

1
2 NsN 2 1d. Whether

the unoccupied angular momentum states are located in
center [5] or at the edge [13] (see inset of Fig. 1) depen
on the relative strengths of the confinement, exchange, a
direct Coulomb interactions, as well as the Zeeman ene
and correlation effects. It has been suggested, especi
when the Zeeman energy is small, that the MDD may b
come unstable towards the formation of a spin texture [1
The stability conditions for the MDD state (i.e., theB range
between solid and open circles) have been calculated
several different theoretical approaches [4–6]. It is diffi
cult to make a quantitative comparison with our data, sin
the calculated phase diagrams are very sensitive to the
nite thickness of the quantum dot and to screening effe
from electrons in the source and drain contacts.

Figure 2(a) shows the peak positions versusB for larger
N . Within the boundaries of solid and open circles a ne
2932
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FIG. 2. (a) Peak positions versusB for N  12 to 39
extracted from a data set as in Fig. 1 (Vg is swept from20.9
to 20.1 V ). Open and closed circles mark the same transitio
as in Fig. 1. Dotted lines indicate additional transitions. (
and (c): Grey scale plots of the current versusVg for B values
in a small interval around the step marked by the open circl
VSD  100 mV in (b) and300 mV in (c). The arrows in (c)
highlight that the peak width after the step is larger than befo
the step.

transition seems to develop forN . 15. This indicates
a new electronic configuration that develops inside t
region between the solid and open circles (see dot
line). We believe the MDD continues on the right of thi
transition but, since we cannot identify the new state
the left of it, this is not indisputable. At this moment n
calculations exist for our specific sample parameters.

Note that the kinks in the peak evolution that mark th
boundaries of the MDD for smallN turn into abrupt steps
for N * 10. Also the new transition between the solid an
open circles becomes a step asN is increased, and at highe
B (marked with the dotted oval) additional steps can be d
cerned in Fig. 2(a). We now argue that at all these ste
thecharge distributionof the droplet changes abruptly.

Figures 2(b) and 2(c) show the current versusVg (N 
27 to 31) in grey scale forB values around the steps at th
open dots. The step width is about 50 mT. ForVSD 
100 mV the peaks are much narrower than their spa
ings. An increased source-drain voltageVSD  300 mV
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broadens the peaks. The important point is that the pe
width, DVg, increases by about10% after crossing the
step as indicated by the arrows. At low temperatu
aDVg  eVSD , where thea factor is roughly propor-
tional to the inverse of the area of the droplet [15]. Th
change in peak width implies that the dot area chang
abruptly by about10%.

It is clearly seen in Fig. 2(c) that the peak widthduring
the step is about twice the width outside the step regio
All steps show this behavior. To study the nature of the
unusual steps we have measured the excitation spec
Figure 3 presents detaileddIydVSD traces in theVSD-Vg

plane for ten B values [16] around a particular step
that separates two different LDD states in the magne
field regime marked by the dotted oval in Fig. 2(a)
We stress that the same behavior is found at all ste
At the lowest and highest magnetic fields the Coulom
blockade regions have the expected diamond shape. T
diamonds atB  7.48 T are about10% smaller in the
VSD direction, indicating that the necessary energy
overcome Coulomb blockade has decreased by,10%.
This is again consistent with a,10% larger dot area
after the charge redistribution. A striking observation
that the shapes of the diamonds measured forB values
inside the step region are severely distorted. The s
of the Coulomb blockade region collapses here to
little as ,40% of its value outside the step region. This
agrees with the peak broadening by about a factor of
during the steps in Fig. 2(c). We are not aware of such
collapse of the Coulomb gap in any study of metallic o
semiconducting Coulomb blockade systems.

Distorted and collapsing Coulomb blockade regions ca
be obtained within a simple phenomenological model [17
In the standard model for Coulomb blockade the total e
ergy U

g
N sVgd for a charge configurationg is described by
ng

b

FIG. 3. Grey scale plots ofdIydVSD in theVg-VSD plane for tenB values before, during, and after a particular step correspondi
to different charge distributions (21 , VSD , 11 mV and 20.42 , Vg , 20.32 V ). N  31 is marked by a solid diamond.
The Coulomb blockade regions at the lowest and highestB field have the familiar diamond shapes. In between, the Coulom
blockade regions are severely distorted. Excited state transitions are visible as dark lines [18]. AsB is changed these evolve into
the edges of the regular Coulomb blockade diamonds at the lowest and highestB field.
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a set of parabolas [solid parabolas in Fig. 4(a)]. A tu
nel event fromN to N 1 1 is possible above a thresh
old voltage that depends linearly onVg [solid lines and
hatched regions in Fig. 4(b)]. At crossings between ad
cent parabolas this threshold voltage vanishes. The p
cise value ofVg where the crossing between theNth and
sN 1 1dth parabolas occurs depends on the “offset charg
of the charge stateg [15]. The total energyUd

N sVgd
for a charge configurationd is also described by parabo
las [dashed parabolas in Fig. 4(a)]. However, the offs
charge for stated can differ from that of stateg when
they have different charge distributions; i.e., the two se
of parabolas are shifted horizontally. We note that us
ally the offset charges of different states are assumed
be equal. WhenB is changed, the two sets of parabo
las become comparable in energy [Fig. 4(c)], such that
a particularVg value (open dots) the ground state of th
N-electron system changes fromg to d. This, and the fact
that tunnel events can occur between different charge d
tributions, e.g., fromUd

N to U
g
N11, leads to more complex

shapes of the Coulomb blockade regions [see Figs. 4
and 4(d)]. To make a detailed comparison with this mod
we have replotted one data set from Fig. 3 in Fig. 4(f
together with a schematic representation of its main fe
tures [Fig. 4(e)]. Three types of features can be disti
guished in Fig. 4(e), which correspond to tunnel even
between two solid parabolas (fromU

g
N to U

g
N11), between

two dashed parabolas (fromUd
N to Ud

N11), or between a
dashed and a solid parabola (fromUd

N to U
g
N11). The first

two types of tunnel events lead to features having the sa
slopes as the regular diamonds at the lowest and higheB
fields in Fig. 3 and are marked by solid and dashed lin
in Fig. 4(e). The third feature [marked by thin lines in
Fig. 4(e)] has a slope that is much smaller since here
centers of the parabolas corresponding toN and N 1 1
2933
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FIG. 4. (a) Total energyUsVgd for two different charge
distributions (solid and dashed curves, respectively). The th
parabolas correspond toN 2 1, N, and N 1 1 electrons.
Current flows when transitions can occur between parabo
of consecutive electron numbers. At lowVSD such transitions
occur at the solid dots. In between two solid dots, the minimu
VSD for current is proportional to the difference in energ
between the two parabolas (grey regions). (b) Transiti
diagram in terms ofVg andVSD (i.e., half Coulomb diamonds)
corresponding to the situation in (a). (c) Same as in (a) but
largerB. Now the dashed parabolas are comparable in ene
to the solid parabolas which gives a transition of theN-electron
system from one charge distribution to another asVg is varied
(open dots). This leads to a different shape of the Coulom
blockade region shown in (d). The transition diagram in (
shows transitions between two solid (dashed) parabolas as s
(dashed) lines, and those between solid and dashed parab
as thin lines. In Fig. 3 the solid (dashed) lines become clea
asB is decreased (increased) and finally become the bounda
of the ordinary diamond-shaped Coulomb blockade regions
7.33 T (7.48 T). (f )dIydVSD-data aroundN  31 taken from
Fig. 3 at 7.38 T. The edge of the Coulomb blockade regio
have been emphasized with a white line.

electrons are much closer together. Note that in this c
[and also during the steps in Figs. 2(b) and 2(c)] the cu
rent is 2 to 3 times smaller than when tunneling occurs b
tween two states with the same charge distribution. T
implies that tunneling between two different charge dist
butions has a reduced probability. A detailed comparis
of the data in Fig. 3 with this phenomenological mod
shows that the development of the Coulomb blockade
gions as well as the excited state resonances observe
Fig. 3 is consistent with a gradual change in the relati
displacement of the two sets of parabolas. From this
again conclude that the instability of the MDD and of oth
states in this magnetic field regime is accompanied by a
distribution of charge. It remains a challenge, however,
calculate the microscopic origin of the difference in offs
charge between two states with a different charge distrib
tion. Then the effect of the gate voltage on the total ener
2934
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U
g
N sVgd and the effect of screening from the leads has

be taken into account microscopically.
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